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TO ALL: THANK YOU!

Another week under the belt and we continue to spread our DLAG energy. Not only
throughout the community with the insane amount of generous donations and time
put into making the organisation run, but within DLAG too.
This group has brought together a wide range of people from all walks of life. Over
1500 volunteers have contributed to making this work, doing shifts together and
sharing ideas, often crossing paths with people they wouldn’t usually meet pre
covid. Each volunteer has a story to tell about why DLAG is special to them and how
it’s impacted their life in a positive way. From looking at the world in a new light
to forming unexpected relationships. Beautiful things can be formed outside your
comfort zone.
Have a read of these two stories and continue to spread the magic of DLAG, making
more memories and impacting people’s lives, for the better.
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Sudev Joshi
Saturday the 21st March. 6:30 AM. I am
frantically looking around the Sainsbury’s
car park to try and find a random man saved
as “Chris Wimbledon” on my phone. A few
days earlier, we had both managed to get
ourselves on a Whatsapp group titled “Dons
Local Action Group” and had subsequently
been messaging about doing the first
Saturday shift together. Beyond that I had
no idea who this person was.
Eventually I located a “middle aged” man
with a Wimbledon bobble. We exchanged
pleasantries and got on our way, eventually
setting up shop outside Morrison’s
Wimbledon. Little did we know that between
this date and the end of July, we would miss
only 2 Saturday morning shifts together.
Over this period, a strong bond formed. Our weekly shift provided some escape from
the tough situation we were all faced with and a rare chance to engage in some face
to face chitchat. Topics were varied, ranging from wondering when whirlwind Cormac
would next visit us to our favourite ever Glastonbury performances. Indeed, during
those dark full lockdown days, my wife was the only person I saw more regularly than
Chris.
I will be always grateful that I had someone new to go through this difficult time with.
That has certainly been one of the unexpected positives of being involved with this
group, which embodies the best of humanity in this difficult time for so many.
Club. Community….. and Camaraderie :D
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Andy Cronk
For 20 years I’ve run a consultancy handling
branding, advertising and filmmaking
with my business partner. When Covid-19
hit, we saw an unprecedented downturn
in business. After a few weeks of hustle,
hassle and panic, we had no choice but to
furlough ourselves.
Being single, relatively fit and with no
responsibilities, I looked to find something
I could do to help out during these times.
While chatting one day with the manager in
my local Tesco store, she asked if I’d been
interested in taking on one of their short
term contracts to help during lockdown. I
said I’d love to. I started two days later.
My responsibilities varied from shelf
stacking, till operating and stock
management. But mostly I was tasked with social distancing implementation and
customer support. Here’s what I learned:
• Working an eight hour shift on your feet is bloody exhausting. It made me realise
that most of my work was performed sitting on my backside.
• After hours on your feet, you really earn your breaks. Food tastes better when
you’re actually hungry and not just eating according to routine. Most nights I’d come
home and fall asleep in an instant.
• There are products I never knew existed or were needed by human beings. Like
cinnamon biscuit spread.
• Customers do strange things. Why anyone would pick up bananas and then leave
them in a freezer cabinet?
As time went on in lockdown, people were polarising. They were either incredibly
polite, respectful and appreciative of the staff or angry and abusive—as if we were
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Andy Cronk (cont'd)
personally being difficult about queuing
and other restrictions. I also spent a lot of
time helping to support the ‘Dons’ team
that would come along daily. Through that
contact I decided that I would get involved
with it once my time at Tesco ended.
My twelve week contract finished a few
weeks ago. I actually miss it. There’s a
great team spirit and a real sense of family
between the staff. Whenever I go in there
now, I am welcomed with a lot of love. I’ve
also got to know hundreds of people who
live around me. These are people that I
would never have met before and I feel
much more part of my community. It seems
good things can come from a pandemic.
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